The objective of the study is to determine the ability of estimation stability and item parameter characteristics based on the use of logistic models. The data used are simulated data which generated using WINGEN, as much as 1000 participants sample size with length of test of 40 items. Further estimation is done using 1PL, 2PL, and 3PL model as many as ten replication. Based on result analysis, it can be seen that the parameter capability and parameter characteristics of items produced with the 1PL model, more suitable estimated with the 1PL model, the 2PL model, more suitable estimated with the 2PL model, and the 3PL model, more suitable estimated with the 3PL model. These matches can be seen from median score of the estimated correlation data and the original data generated by WINGEN. Therefore, the ability and the characteristic parameters need to pay attention to the logistic parameter model used, to make the estimation as accurate as possible.
INTRODUCTION
The objective of Item Response Theory (IRT) is to overcome the weaknesses of classical approaches such as item dependent, sample dependent, oriented test, and the similar measurement error for all test takers (Hambleton, Swaminathan, and Rogers, 1991) . The advantages of IRT are known by the item characteristic parameters and the invariant properties, i.e. item characteristics (or problem difficulty levels) that are independent of the group of test participants come from the same population. Similarly, the estimation participants' ability does not depend on the characteristics of the given test. So, it can be done by comparing individual test takers and test items.
The basic idea in IRT is that an observed item response (e.g., choosing the category 'strongly agree' on a 5-point Likert scale) is a function of person properties and item properties. There is tremendous variety contained within the term IRT, but the bulk of these models are non-linear latent variable models which attempt to explain the process by which individuals respond to items. One widely used model is the two-parameter logistic model (2PL), which is appropriate for dichotomous observed responses. The 2PLM is written as :
where is the observed response to item , is the slope parameter for item , is the threshold parameter for item , and is the construct being measured (Michael Edwards, 2009): In the Item response theory, each attribute items can be requested the responses from many subjects or respondents. Based on these responses, the subject parameter ability and the characteristics parameter of the attribute item can be estimated. Durability in the estimation is necessary; it is intended that the ability and characteristics of item parameters can provide a description of the ability level and the characteristics of item. The choice of logistics model in estimation also needs to be considered, to support its accuracy in estimation (Dali, 2017) .
METHODS
The study begins with generating simulation data using sample size and fixed test lengths, i.e. 1000 and 40. While the model used to generate data is 1PL, 2PL, and 3PL model respectively. Generated data will be a reference on estimation data. Correlation calculation taken from reference data and estimation result on data with 10 replication calculated by WINGEN. Estimation result analysis done by comparing the result of correlation score. The highest score of median correlation represent the most stable estimation.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Based on median correlation calculation done using WINGEN, the data presented as follows: The table (first row) shows data θ from the 1PL model is estimated using the three models illustrated in the following figure: Figure 1 . Correlation Median of 1PL data estimation results
The figure above shows the highest correlation median coefficient is generated by estimating the 1 PL model. It indicates that the 1PL generated data would be better estimation using the 1 PL model as well.
The table (first row) shows data θ from Model the 2 PL is estimated using the three models illustrated in the following figure: The figure shows that the highest correlation median coefficient is generated by estimation using the 2nd PL model. It indicates that the data generated by the 2PL model would be better / estimated using the 2PL model as well.
The table (first row) shows data θ from Model 3PL is estimated using the three models illustrated in the following figure: The figure shows the highest correlation median coefficients are generated by the 3-PL model estimation. It indicates that the generated data with 3PL model is better/better estimated using the 3PL model as well. The figure shows the parameters a and b generated by the 2-PL model, it would be preferable if it is estimated with 2-PL models as well. It can be seen from the 2 PL estimation (estimated with 2PL model) has the highest correlation coefficient. 
CONCLUSION
The ability estimation and item characteristic parameters in the response theory items need to pay attention to the sample size information, the length of the test, and the model used in the calculation of reference data to be estimated. The data generated using the 1PL model, more suitable estimation is the 1PL model. The data generated using the 2PL model, more suitable estimation is the 2PL model and the data generated using the 3PL, more suitable estimation is the 3PL model. Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research, volume 115 
